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Arsenic

Flow sensor on vessel 2 does not function. I removed and cleaned it but. only
operated 2 days. I found whatappears to be a new sensor minus O rings. I have ordered a
new o ring and hope to replace this month.

Both balance valves where in wide open position. I took a non compliance arsenic
sample on the discharge of both vessels.

Vessel A was 6.7 ppb AS and appears to receive 45 gpm
Vessel B was 9.9 ppb AS and appears to receive 85 gpm ( 2/3 of flow)

Manufacturer failed to load site information on supplied CD. Not sure of PLC
functionality, and may switch to manual operation when weather warms up.

Electrical

I had an electrician go over the system. Everything appears in good condition. I
need to down load a few reference manuals. First recommendation is install a lightning
arrcstor on APS service panel. He will send me a bid. This should not be very expensive.
Secondly. No as-builts are present on the last electrical up-grade. These are needed to
better understand the controls

Chlorination

Injector plugged and broke off. Pump in use was too large. I Installed a new
smaller pump and injector. Operator will no longer need to manually dilute the chlorine

Misc.

Monthly sampling, Meter readings, and customer service no problems
encountered.

Sampling
I see prior sampling conducted by Fann which should have been done by ADEQ

MAP program. ADEQ charges a yearly fee based on the number of meters. ADEQ said
QR is on the program, and will forward me a link to results.

Additional testing usually indicates a violation is present?

Requested Board Approval

Security- Request to purchase a big hasp and pad lock for pump house door. And change
all combination






